Methods are described and demonstrated for detecting the coherent evolution of nuclear spin observables in zero magnetic field with the full sensitivity of high field NMR. The principle motivation is to provide a means of obtaining solid state spectra of the magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole interactions of disordered systems without the line broadening associated with random orientation with respect to the applied magnetic field. Comparison is made to previous frequency domain and high field methods. A general density operator formalism is given for the experiments where the evolution period is initiated by a sudden switching to zero field and is terminated by a sudden restoration of the field. Analytical expressions for the signals are given for a variety of simple dipolar and quadrupolar systems and numerical simulations are reported for up to six coupled spin-l/2 nuclei. Experimental results are reported or reviewed for 1H, 20, 7Li, i3C, and 27 AI nuclei in a variety of polycrystalline materials. The effects of molecular motion and bodily sample rotation are described. Various extensions of the method are discussed, including demagnetized initial conditions and correlation by two-dimensional Fourier transformation of zero field spectra with themselves or with high field spectra.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Basic phYSical picture
The static magnetic field Bo plays several distinct roles in the usual nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiment. When the sample is placed in the field, a net alignment of the spins along the field axis is established with a time constant Tit and attains an asymptotic value which in the high temperature, or Curie law, limit is proportional to the field. When the spins are coherently perturbed from this equilibrium, they precess at their Larmor frequencies (wo = yB o ), which are also proportional to the field. Thus, the strength of the field during coherent precession will determine the resolution with which a Zeeman interaction (such as the chemical shift or Knight shift) can be measured. Field strength figures also in the signal-to-noise ratio, since the induced voltage in the detection coil is proportional to frequency and initial magnetization. It is, therefore, not surprising that the tendency of modem NMR spectroscopists is to work at the highest magnetic fields available.
Because the application of aJ]1agnetic field is necessary to measure Zeeman terms and to obtain a useable signal strength, it is easy to overlook the fact that the information content of the spectrum is greatly altered by the loss of isotropic spatial symmetry caused by the application of an external field, just as the application of an x-ray or neutron beam in diffraction experiments establishes a unique direction in space. Consider, for example, theinformation carried in the couplings between the magnetic dipoles of nearby spins, or between the molecular electric field gradient and the nuclear quadrupole moment of a nucleus with spin I> I.
These couplings may be viewed for simplicity as local fields which add vectorially to any applied field. If the applied field is much larger in magnitude, then to a good approximation only the components of the local fields parallel to it are measureable. Molecules with different fixed orientations contribute different local fields in this direction and thus exhibit different energy levels and transition frequencies, as illustrated in Fig. 1 for the simple case of two identical spin-l/2 nuclei. The magnitude of the spectral splitting Aw for two such spins i andj depends on both Til' the distance between these two spins, and ()/j' the angle between the internuclear vector and the applied field Aw-(3 cos 2 ()/j -I)/~ .
This angular dependence can be informative in those cases where the distribution of molecular orientations with respect to the laboratory is not known. For a single crystal, spectra obtained at different sample orientations may be analyzed to give the angular relationship between the crystal axes and the molecular axes. 1 In partially oriented systems, such as stretched polymers or some liquid crystals, 2 the high field spectrum provides information on the domain structure and orientational distribution within domains.
Here we focus on the more commonly encountered situation where the sample consists of a large number of spin systems which differ only in their orientation referenced to the laboratory frame and where all possible orientations are equally represented. Such an ensemble is characteristic of powders of crystalline substances, species adsorbed on powders, liquid crystals with random directors, or amorphous systems such as glasses and many polymers and semiconductors. In sufficiently simple spin systems such a distribution gives rise to well known high-field powder patterns.
3 Figure 1 at the bottom shows the prototypical example, the 4878 Zax sf S/. : Zero field NMR "Pake pattern,,4 which arises from two dipolar-coupled spin-I/2 nuclei, and which corresponds to a weighted sum over all possible orientations of the two nuclei. Figure 2 shows experimental high field NMR spectra of the water IH nuclei in solid Ba(CI0 3 h·H 2 0. Because the water molecules are well isolated from one another, the spectrum is dominated by interactions between a single pair of IH nuclei. Figure 2 (top) shows the spectrum of a single crystal sample at a randomly chosen orientation. It shows the inherent resolution for a typical crystallite in a powder. As all of the signal is concentrated in a small number of lines, the signal-to-noise ratio is good and an analysis of the observed absorption pattern straightforward. But no single spectrum contains sufficient information to completely characterize the couplings. A number of spectra at different orientations are required to separate the distance dependence from·~ll:e angular factor. Figure 2 (bottom) is the high field pOw(ier pattern arising from a polycrystalline sample. In this simple case, the positions of observed singularities allow a determination of the components of the local fields more readily oriented vertically. 8'J isme:llIlgJle Dc: clear vector. Spectra are show the powder pattern, their probability. In this '''mnT''<~;'; (peaks and shoulders) can (i.e., the 90" and rt o~~~~~~~:~~~m~l~~~:~~~~:~:
internuclear distan~ is given quency dift'erence between the two peaks. All of the spectral intensity is concentrated in a pair oflines as all theSj~in the unit cell have r lJ , the interproton vector, parallel. The magnitude of the observed splitting depends on the internuclear distance and the orientation of the crystal in the field. Bottom: powder spectrum. This simple spectrum can be directly interpreted as in Fig. 1 .
than if only single crystals were available, since the distribution of orientations (i.e., all possible rotations) is known. The accuracy with which this determination can be made will, in any particular case, depend on the broadening of the ideal discontinuous powder line shape by irreversible relaxation or, more often, by unresolved couplings to distant spins. Given the wide initial distribution of frequencies with which this broadening may be convoluted, the signal-to-noise ratio may be lowered and useful information present in the spectrum lost. Even where only a few spins are coupled one to another, the spectrum rapidly degenerates into a nearly featureless broad band of absorption frequencies. An example involving groups of four spins in a powder is the high field proton spectrum of polycrystalline I,2,3,4-tetrachloronaphthalene bis (hexachlorocyclopentadiene) adduct, shown in Fig. 3 . We will return to a structural analysis of this system based on zero field NMR in Sec. III B 1.
Ideally, then, one would prefer for structural studies a crystal-like spectrum of discrete transitions without the requirement of a single crystal and a rotation pattern analysis. The desired spectrum is just what one would observe in the absence of a magnetic field. In zero field, all spins experience only their mutual local fields and all molecular or crystalline orientations in space are spectroscopically equivalent; i.e., only-a finite number of identical transition frequencies are allowed. Such a zero field spectrum of a polycrystalline sample ofBa(CI0 3 h·H 2 0 is shown in Fig. 4 . It has the resolution of the single crystal spectrum of Fig. 2 but is obtained from a powder sample.
The.present paper is a more complete presentation of our results with the new method.5 of Fourier transform time domain zero field NMR and NQR; which achieves time domain zero field spectroscopy with the sensitivity of high field methods. It is a Fourier transform analog of the field cycling, frequency domain experiments of Ramsey and Pound, Frequency (kHz) FIG. 3 . High field spectrum of poly crystalline 1,2,3, 4-tetrachloronaphthalene bis(hexachlorocyclopentadiene) adduct. Like most dipolar powder patterns, little structure is resolved, even though only a small number of spins (4) are strongly coupled together, and sets of these spins are relatively isolated from others.
derson, Redfield, Hahn, and others.6-IO An idealized timing diagram for the basic experiment is shown in Fig. 5 . The sample starts in a high magnetic field where the spin system approaches the equilibrium magnetization with a time constant T I • The field applied to the polarized sample is then rapidly decreased. Practical timing requirements are discussed in Sec. VI A 1. The novel feature of this field cycling experiment is that the final approach to zero takes place sufficiently suddenly so that during the transition the spins are unable to appreciably realign. Rather, they find themselves with a common direction and magnitude of polarization appropriate to equilibrium in the previous high external field, yet only the weaker local fields remain. The spins respond by precessing about these local fields. Thus the collective spin magnetization begins coherent oscillations which are allowed to proceed, in the local fields alone, for an evolution period t I' These oscillations cannot themelves be sensitively observed using normal Faraday-law NMR detectors O~------±_+_~~~~--------.
FIG. S.
Idealized representation of the time domain field cycling experiment. Top, the magnetic field profile as a function of time. Bottom, the corresponding profile of the nuclear spin magnetization. In high field, an equilibrium magnetization is established in a time -TI (not shown). The magnetic field is instantaneously shut off. The magnetization begins to oscillate and is allowed to evolve for a time t I' The magnetic field is instantaneously reapplied and evolution is terminated. The amplitude of the evolved magnetization is then sampled by standard high field NMR techniques. The field cycle is then repeated for a number of equally spaced values of t l • The sequence of values of M. (tIl constitute the zero field free induction decay, and Fourier transformation yields the zero field spectrum. due to their low frequency. Instead, their evolution is terminated and stored by the sudden reapplication of an external field. Any further free precession is about the direction of the applied field. That magnetization remaining parallel to the applied field is persistent for times short compared to T I • With the high field restored, standard rf methods are used to detect this surviving magnetization during the detection period 1 2 , This sequence is repeated for increasing values of the zero field period t 1 and the measured signal is observed to oscillate and decay. Fourier transformation yields the spectrum of these oscillations, which displays the frequencies characteristic of the spin system in the absence of any external fields, but detected by means of high field NMR techniques. The indirect detection of an NMR spectrum evolving under one Hamiltonian by its effect on the spectrum which is observed during a second time period is the basis of all two-dimensional NMR techniques. II In order to distinguish this basic method from variants which have appeared elsewhere l2 and which will be discussed below, we label it zero field NMR by sudden switching. Figure 4 is the I H zero field spectrum of the polycrystalline sample of Ba(CI0 3 h·H 2 0 whose high field spectrum is shown in Fig. 2 at the bottom. To a first approximation it can be analyzed, like the high field spectrum, as due to isolated two-spin systems. The prominent pair of lines at ± -42 kHz represents the precession in the local field ofthat component of magnetization which at t 1 = 0 lies perpendicular to the internuclear vector. The central line corresponds to the component which lies along the internuclear vector and experiences no torque. Proton pairs oriented along the field axis as in Fig. 1 (top) contribute only to the central line while those perpendicular to the field (Fig. 1 , second from bottom) contribute only to the outer pair oflines. Other orientations contribute to both features. The precession frequency, however, is orientation independent and gives rise to discrete spectral splittip.gs in a powder rather than the continuum of Fig. 2 (bottom)A"QrJhis two-spin system, the zero field splitting is identica[tQtpe maximum pair separation in high field, as may be seen by Comparison to the powder pattern of Fig.   2 . The internuclear distance is given directly without any need to separate it from an angular factor. A fuller analysis of this spectrum is given in Sec. II C.
In Sec. III we present our results for zero field NMR studies on more complex systems, such as the four-spin system of Fig. 3 . Here the resolution advantage of the zero field powder spectrum over the high field powder spectrum becomes more crucial. The important point is that, whatever the spin system, the local fields alone determine the spectral frequencies. The molecular orientation enters only in line intensities, and powder average is easily calculated by the procedure described in Sec. II B.
B. Relationship to other zero fteld methods
The resolution advantage of zero field studies for orientationally disordered samples is well known from related magnetic resonance methods. In zero field ESR 13 and pure NQR 14 the polarization comes from the equilibrium population differences between zero field levels. This is typically sufficient when these splittings are greater than a few MHz. Both frequency and time domain methods are used in such studies. In the unusually favorable cases of solid H2 IS and polarized CU,16 continuous wave (cw) zero field NMR signals were seen from spin ordering in the local fieldsalone,at lower frequencies. Observation of time domain zero fieldsig~ nals has also been made with the method of perturbed angular correlations l7 which is based on coincidence measurements of the angular distribution of radioactive emissions. The high sensitivity often makes a polarizing field unneces¥ sary~ The time domain methods of the present work are complementary. being appropriate to more general systems where the small size of the couplings makes the sensitivity of a pure zero field experiment (in the absence of exceedingly low temperatures or otherwise unusually large nuclear polarizations) inadequate. This is always the case for spin 1/2 nuclei, where the dipolar spectrum is nearly always below 100 kHz, and for quadrupolar nuclei with small nuclear quadrupole moments, such as 2D, 6Li. 7L1.and 23Na. It is also useful for nuclei with larger quadrupole moments (14N, 170, and 27 Al) in environments of near tetrahedral or higher symmetry, where the energy splittings due to the quadrupolar interaction may be less than 1 MHz. The method should also be applicable to zero field ESR;i.e., the measurement of hyperfine couplings in powder samples in zero field.
The idea of increasing thesisn~H<r.noise ratio of zero field spectra by cycling fromatidtoahigh polarizing and detection field, has been usedpteviOusly in a number of frequency domain experiments. If the sample is brought to near-zero field rapidly enough to prevent equilibration of the spin polarization with the lattice but slowly enough not to induce transients the demagnetization of the spin reservoir is adiabatic. In zero field a weak audio or rf irradiation is made.
The depolarization or heating of the spin system is monitored with high field methods after adiabatic remagnetization. Repetition of the experiment with different irradiation frequencies provides a zero field spectrum. From the start 6 it was recognized that in these experiments the low field resonances of one spin species may appear as a magnetization loss in the high field signal of a second species. This concept of indirect detection by polarization transfer 8 .
9 has been developed into a variety of high sensitivity, frequency domain NQR methods. 10
All frequency domain experiments require care if power broadening is to be avoided. Signal intensity is maximized at power levels that distort the spectrum. A more serious difficulty for the indirect detection NQR methods is that low frequency transitions of the quadrupolar nucleus may fall in the region where direct absorption by the detected species masks the heating through polarization transfer. These low frequency lines are only rarely accessible. 18 This is of particular importance for spin 1 nuclei (2D and 14N), where low frequency transitions may prove essential to the assignment of the signals.
The present experiments avoid both problems since
Frequency (kHz)
FIG. 6. Top: zero field NQR free induction decayftom polycrystalline sample of perdeuterated l,4-dimethoxybenzene. The .timedomain evolution is sampled at 3 JJS intervals for a total of3 ms. The magnetization evolves at all the frequencies characteristic of the Hamiltonian in the absence of an applied field. Bottom: Fourier transform of the zero field free induction decay at top.
there are no applied fields during the zero field evolution time. This allows for extremely high resolution and enhanced sensitivity in the detection of low frequency NQR lines, as illustrated in Fig. 6 and further discussed in Sec.
IV B. The figure shows the zero field 2D spectrum of perdeuterated polycrystalline 1,4-dimethoxybenzene, obtained by zero field NQR with sudden switching. Working in the time domain also makes possible a variety of experiments incorporating two-dimensional Fourier transformation, II some of which are presented in Secs. VI B and VII. As we discuss in Sec. VII C 2, it is possible to combine the sensitivity advantage of the indirect methods for observation of rare nuclear spins with our Fourier transform method. In some cases, high field NMR techniques can extract dipolar or quadrupolar couplings from polycrystalline samples. Where dilute heteronuclear spins (e.g., 13C, 15N, or 31p) are present, simple patterns may be obtained by homonuclear dipolar decoupling (which effectively isolates the abundant spins one from another). Only the heteronuclear couplings survive, and spectral simulation may extract these couplings. 24 When combined with magic angle spinning,25 correlations between the isotropic shifts of heteronuclear spins and the dipole couplings to nearby abundant spins are observed. Couplings smaller than the rotor frequency are eliminated. This information loss is the price paid for the increased resolution with which the largest couplings are measured.
In quadrupolar systems, the powder patterns arise from only local effects, and given adequate signal-to-noise and resolution these single-spin interactions can be reconstructed. Recently a two-dimensional high field NMR technique has been applied to the extraction of qt:l~drupolar couplings where only a portion of the spectrum can be detected. 26 If more than a single type of nucleus contributes to the signal, it may be difficult to separate out the indi"ititJal contributions. ' For many spins, and if the entire powd~fJ?llttern can be observed, the simple form of the quadrt:lP9~ar (or any other "inhomogeneous,,27j Hamiltonian may ilUOw for "de-Pakeingtl28; i.e., numerical deconvolution of the spectral patterns into couplings based on an assumed angular dependence and distribution function. If these spectra follow the assumed angular dependence, high resolution, sharp line spectra may result. The zero field NMR and NQR technique we present here may be considered a general experimental approach to de-Pakeing.
D. Outline
In Sec. II a general density operator formalism is presented which provides a simple route to numerical calculation of spectra of disordered systems obtained with sequences like that of Fig. 5 . The problem of two identical dipolar coupled spin-I/2 nuclei is solved explicitly. In Sec. III, we treat the more general problem of zero field NMR in dipolar coupled spin systems. Experimental spectra are shown and interpreted. Simulations are given for a number of possible molecular geometries, and the zero field line shapes contrasted with simulated high field powder patterns. We further illustrate the line shapes expected for large numbers of coupled spins. Zero field NMR spectra for heteronucIear spin systems are also discussed. An analytical solution is given for a single I-S pair. This is followed by experimental examples of 13C_ 1 H dipolar zero field spectra.
Spectral simulations are presented for these experiments, and also for an 1 2 S system (appropriate to a t3CH2 group).
In Sec. IV, we discuss the application of the technique to zero field NQR studies of integer and half-integer spins. For I = 1, ~, and ~ expressions are presented for the observed signal. This is followed by representative experimental highresolution NQR spectra on powdered samples containing the quadrupolar nuclei 20, 7Li, and 27 AI obtained by the sudden switching technique. Section V considers the effects of molecular motion and sample rotation on zero field spectra. For some simple cases, it is demonstrated how rapid motion is reflected in the spectrum. The combined effects of quadrupolar couplings, motion, and dipolar couplings are analyzed for a deuterated methyl (C0 3 ) group. Section VI includes a brief description of the experimental approach to high resolution solid state NMR in zero field. This is followed, in Sec. VII, with a presentation of some variations of this sequence, which make use of different initial conditions, different demagnetization conditions, or different detection period sequences. Finally we comment on some further applications, including two-dimensional spectroscopy. II
II. BASIC THEORY OF ZERO FIELD NMR
A. Zero field Interactions
In this section the interactions referred to in Sec. I as local fields are described more fully by their operator forms, The spin Hamiltonian in zero magnetic field is
The first term is the direct dipolar Hamiltonian
The second term is the quadrupolar Hamiltoruan
k where eQ/ is the nuclear quadrupole moment and V; the electric field gradient tensor of spin i.
Relationship between the laboratory frame of reference I~) and the molecular frame (XMYMZM) ' The molecular frame is reached bYlI:totation R(O)about the laboratory-fixed axis system. The most general rotation R (0) is described by the Euler angles and requires rotations abouttll¢fixed-framez,y, and z axes successively. In most NMR applications only thiHatter two rotations are necessary.
The last term is the indirect, electron mediated spinilit:eraction, or J coupling,
TheJ coupling is generally small as comparedtQtl1~¥U.ahl polar or dipolar couplings in solids. In most systems no substantial error is made in ignoring its effects. It is, of.course, the only interaction left in zero field NMR studiesofisotropic fluids. 30 These compact forms for the terms of the zero fieldJ:i.amiltonian emphasize their invariance, as scalar operators, to simultaneous rotation of space and spin coordinates. For purposes of calculation, a particular coordinate system is. chosen and the Hamiltonian expanded as a scalar contraction of spatial factors (spherical harmonic functions) and spin factors (spherical tensor operators). Two such coordinate systems will be used: a lab-based frame, with the z axis in the direction along which a magnetic field may be introduced, and a molecular frame consistently fixed so that an ensemble of identical but arbitrarily oriented spin systems share the same expanded form of the Hamiltonian. The laboratory frame Hamiltonian of Eq. (2) will be called H L' and the molecular frame form H M' Operators will be specified as referenced to either the lab or molecular frame with the subscripts L and M. The two frames, and the transformation between them, are shown in Fig. 7 .
B. Density operator description
Here we consider the form of the signal for the idealized experiment described above, withilistantaneous switching of the applied field, as illustrated inj3ig, S.The time development of the spin degrees of fre¢tiom.·is conveniently described by means of a density operator. The density operator pO refers to an ensemble of systems with a common orientation n oflocal coordinate systems, and the final signal is then integrated over the orientational distribution in n. For the high field part of the experiment, the usual rotating frame interaction picture will be used. Here, we will only be concerned with initial and detected density operators where the rotating frame and the laboratory frame are equivalent and no distinction will be made between the two. This corresponds to stroboscopic observation of the high field signal in multiples of the spectrometer reference frequency which defines the rotating frame.
The initial density operator
In the case of a spin system in high magnetic field, the initial density operator P L (0) is given by the usual high field, In homonuclear spin systems, all of the b j 's are identical and without loss of generality, we can choose the proportionality constant b, equal to one. In heteronuclear spin systems, it will prove a notational convenience to both use mUltiple spin labels (e.g., I and S) and to retain the individual coefficients b I and b s .
Most generally, the initial density operator pdO) may depend parametrically on n because the high field Hamiltonian and relaxation rates do. Where the initial condition is high field Zeeman order, however, there is no such initial dependence.
Time evolution of the density operator
The time evolution of the density operator is described by the Liouville equation. For time independent Hamiltonians, the integral form of the Liouville equation is
We will always assume that a time dependent Hamiltonian can be separated into n time independent Hamiltonians, where time evolution is given by
Fourier transformation with respect to any of the t m yields a normal, one-dimensional spectrum which depends parametricallyon all other time variables. Fourier transformation with respect to two different time variables yields a twodimensional spectrum, which contains not only both indi-vidual one-dimensional spectra, but also (and more importantly) the correlations between the different time intervals.
Transformation between reference frames
The instantaneous change of the Hamiltonian which initiates the evolution period tl leaves the system in the same quantum state, i.e., the density operator is unaltered. (This is the sudden approximation of quantum mechanics.) It is more convenient, however, to treat the evolution in a frame where the zero field Hamiltonian is homogeneous; i.e., has the same form for all orientations. This requires that we transform from the lab frame, where the initial density operator was defined, to some consistent molecule-fixed frame via a rotation as shown in Fig. 7 . The most general form for the rotation relating two axis systems in space is
where F = I + J is the sum of spin and spatial angular moments in the lab frame, and 0 = (a, P,y) is the set of Euler angles relating the molecular frame to the lab frame. Due to the effective cylindrical symmetry of the high field Hamiltonian, only two of the Euler angles (a andp) are needed. In a powder, R will differ for each orientation of individual crystallites in the externally applied field.
The transformation which relates the density operator in the lab and molecular frame is
For example, with the density operator ofEq. (6),
Note that the spatial degrees of freedom do not enter since the density operator here describes only the spin system, which for the case of equilibrium in high field is initially independent of orientation. The spin system now evolves under the influence of the zero field Hamiltonians (3)-(5). At a time t I the evolved density operator is
(10)
Finally, we reexpress the density operator in the lab frame where measurements are made. This is arrived at by inverting the transformation in Eq. (8) and integrating over the distribution prO) of orientations, i.e.,
Equivalently, one might view Eq. (lIb) as suggesting a transformation of the evolution operator from a molecular frame to a lab-based frame.
Detection of the signal
For the observable, i.e., the operator detected at the end of the zero field evolution period t I' we take the longitudinal nuclear magnetization. When a large magnetic field B>B loc is suddenly reapplied, further evolution of the longitudinal magnetization (and commuting higher rank tensor operators) is terminated. Other observables decay with a time constant -M 2-112 (in solids, -10-100 jls) where M2 is the second moment of the high field spectrum. In practice, longitudinal magnetization is not an observable, and the detection sequences used require the further application of pulsed rf fields in high field. Details of the high field detection period t 2 , where the signal is actually observed, are given in Sec. VI B. Formally, it is sufficient to assume thatIzL itself is observable. For strong rf pulses, this corresponds to evaluating the signal function at a time t2 = 0, i.e., before any evolution under the high field Hamiltonian can occur. Thus, the initial condition and the detected operator are identical. The response for any system orientation 0 is the autocorrelation function of the initial magnetization
where
and the Hamiltonian H is assumed to be expressed in the same reference frame as the operators X. (Evolution under H will most conveniently be described in its eigenbasis, and where explicit representations are required all operators will be presented in that basis set.) A consequence of this form is that the WI spectrum appears with all lines in phase for any system orientation.
We have written Eq. (12) as a trace overlab frame operators. The trace, however, is invariant with respect to basis set. Practically, Eq' (12) is more naturally evaluated in the molecular frame where the Hamiltonian, and therefore the evolution operator, is homogeneous. This is equivalent to inserting Eq. (11) and permuting the transformations R in the trace. The trace is performed over molecule-fixed operators and thereafter integrated over the orientational distribution. In this fashion, we arrive at the signal function S ° for a specific orientation 0 reexpressed in the molecular frame
Expanding the transformation in the Wigner rotation matrices and spherical tensor operators
or, again, in the more familiar basis set of the angular momentum operators
Substitution ofEq. (15) into Eq. (14) yields
The. spectrometer detects only the total signal integrated over the distribution P (0) of system orientations:
(17)
For a powderdj,$m\:)ution, prO) = constant. Only products of operators With. even powers of cos a and sin a survive the integration over a; thus, the integrated signal is
where energies are expressed in angular frequency units and
This orthogonality condition is equivalent to stating that the bulk magnetization vector, prepared parallel to the externally applied field, remains linearly polarized along the applied field for all times t I if the distribution of 0 is uniform in the azimuthal angle a. For example, in powder samples there is no reason to attempt to design schemes which trap and observe components of the evolved magnetization orthogonal to the initial magnetization. The oscillating magnetization is a real number, and positive and negative frequencies cannot be distinguished. Equation (18) provides a practical prescription for the calculation of zero field spectra. The zero field Hamiltonian is calculated and diagonalized. Then the angular momentum operators are written in the zero field basis set. Relative intensities correspond to the absolute square of these dipOle matrix elements summed over the three components. The frequencies correspond to differences between the energy levels coupled by these operators. Whereas the high field truncated Hamiltonians have eigenvalues which depend on orientation (and thus each sample orientation contributes differently to the observed spectrum) the zero field Hamiltonians (2)- (4) are homogeneous, and the energy levels and thus transition frequencies are identical for all crystallites.
Some theoretical results using this formalism have recently appeared. In order to make concrete the procedure described above, it can be applied to predicting and interpreting the spectrum of two dipolar coupledhomonuclear spin-V2 nuclei. This situation is closely approximated experimentally by the spin system Ba(Cl0 3 b,H 2 0 whose zero field spectrum is shown in Fig. 4 . Rather than starting from one of the general forms of Eq. (18), in this section the intermediate steps are made explicit as a pedagogiclll example.
Assuming that the spin system has been allowed to equilibrate with the lattice, and acquired the bulk magnetization consistent with Curie law
For two static protons (or where the protons are hopping between sites so as to leave the coupling unaveraged, as in many crystalline hydrates), the dipolar Hamiltonian is most naturally written in a basis set where the z axis is chosen along the internuclear vector, and
In Table A 1 of Appendix A we summarize the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian and the angular momentum operators I xM , IYM' and 12M in the molecular eigenbasis. Time evolution in Eq. (7) is easily accounted for once we are in the eigenbasis of the Hamiltonian. For individual matrix elements of p, and where all energies are expressed in angular frequencies
For the triplet manifold of two identical spin-V2 nuclei (or a real spin-l system), and in the basis set of 
and
The operators I iM~M + ~MI,M are orthogonal to the angular momenta/kM.They correspond to higher rank tensor operators T: (with k> 1) such that Tr(/jT:) = 0; thus only terms like/j(O)/j(t)) contribute to the signal function. Therefore,
For the Hamiltonian of Eq. (21),32
Substituting, taking the traces and normalizing the signal function to unity for t) = 0:
Finally, the signal must be integrated over the powder distribution:
The Fourier transform of this signal function consists of three equally spaced lines of equal intensity, and closely approximates the spectrum of Fig . 4 . In addition to the features predicted by the above treatment, the spectrum shows additional, smaller features at twice the predicted frequency. These are presumably due to the interactions of one crystalline water molecule with its neighbors. The measured value of (j) D corresponds to a proton-proton distance of
A more detailed treatment of the case of two equivalent spin-l12 nuclei is given in Appendix A.
III. ZERO FIELD NMR OF DIPOLAR COUPLED SPIN-1/2 NUCLEI A. General dipolar coupled spin systems
Where the dipole--dipole Hamiltonian for N spins,
dominates the spectral features, both the high field and zero field spectra are likely to be quite complicated. Fundamentally, the problem arises because the spectrum is characteristic of groupings of spins and their relative spin orientations. In contrast to the two-spin case discussed previously, there is no choice of axis system which makes Eq. (30) take on any simple form. As the number of strongly interacting spins N becomes large, the number of combinations of spin orientations (and thus energy levels) increases rapidly (as 2 N ). While only a small number of couplings serve to completely characterize the geometry [there are only N(N -1)/2 distinct couplings], these couplings may result in an enormous number of line frequencieso A similar problem is confronted in the analyses of small molecules ordered in liquid crystalline phases, where special techniques are required to resolve sufficient numbers oflines to make sense oflarge (>6) groupings of spins. 33 The familiar angular momentum selection rule
is not applicable in the absence of an applied field, as no unique axis exists (except in special cases) along which the nuclear spin angular momentum is quantized.
As described in Sec. II C, the zero field spectrum is calculated by looking at matrix elements of IxM' IYM' and IzM. Generally, all energy levels will be connected to all others by these selection rules; i.e., matrix elements of I xM' IYM' or IZM will be nonzero for all pairs of eigenstates. In the absence of symmetry constraints, one expects the zero field spectrum to consist of a maximum of W lines, where (32) i.e., a pair of lines appears centered around zero frequency for each pair of energy levels. Fortunately. this estimate severely overcounts the number oflines expected for N an odd number. From Kramer's theorem, and as a consequence of time reversal symmetry, for N odd. all eigenstates of the zero field Hamiltonian are at least doubly degenerate. Therefore. the maximum number of transition frequencies is greatly reduced; and N=2,4,6, . .. ,
The extra line which appears for N odd is at zero frequency and represents matrix elements which couple degenerate states. For small N, symmetry considerations may markedly reduce the actual number oflines observed. In particular, in the homonuclear two-spin case we have shown that only 3 of the predicted maximum of 12 lines are observed.
B. Homonuclear spin systems
,. Structure determination: Four coupled 'H nuclei
For N = 4, Eq. (33) predicts the possibility that 240 discrete lines might be observed in the zero field spectrum. Unfortunately, not all of these lines can be resolved in most cases. In Sec. I, we compared single crystal and zero field NMR spectra. The linewidths of individual lines in these spectra are comparable. and still -I kHz wide or greater. These linewidths generally arise from two types of effects: lifetime broadening due to finite T1's, or more usually the small couplings to neighboring spins which fail to split lines.
Much can be learned from the conceptually simple method of choosing a likely geometry. calculating a spectrum, broadening it to match the observed linewidths and shapes, and modifying the geometry on the basis of the match to the observed spectrum. As an example of the detailed information which zero field NMR can provide. Fig. 8 shows the zero field spectrum of the four proton system, 1,2.3,4-tetrachloronaphthalene bis (hexachlorocyclopentadiene) ad- duct, whose high field spectrum was shown in Fig. 4 . In Fig.  9 we have calculated the spectra expected for a number of different possible geometries. By comparing the observed pattern (Fig. 8 , bottom) to computer simulations; most possibilities are readily excluded. The geometry most consistent with the experimental zero field spectrum is clearly that at the bottom right in Fig. 9 . Minor changes in geometry (a change of no more than 0.05 A) could be readily observed even in powder samples. Another example of the sensitivity of zero field NMR to small structural perturbations for isolated spin systems will be published elsewhere. 34
Simulations for representative spin systems
In Fig. 10 , we compare calculated zero field and high field spectra for a number of representative distributions of III nuclear spins. Comparison of calculated high field powder patterns and zero field spectra illustrates the increase in resolution expected by the zero field technique. All simulationsassume the axially symmetric, static dipole-<lipole coupling ofEq. (30) and an empirically applied broadening functi9ii:The high field powder spectra were calculated as a sum ()Ver a finite number of orientations. This sum is then convoluted with a Gaussian broadening function to account for the effects of orientations not actually sampled and residual couplings. The zero field powder spectra are solved exactly using the method of Sec. II B 4 (although generally, a solution
FIG. 10. Calculated high field for small N system,s of coupled, static, and equivalent IH nuclei with various geometries. Distances were chosen so that all the The base distance is that of the two-spin Pake pattern where 'IJ = 1.60 A gives a spectrum whose bottom. Each oftlie high field spectra is calculated by summing the sinuilated spectra for a large number of ditferent to an extemallY applied laboratory magnetic field (varying from 14 400 orientations for the threespin systems to 400 spectra (theinsetsl are then convoluted with a Gaussian line shape. The zero field spectra are calculated by the The delta function simulations (the insetst are convoluted with the same Gaussian broadening function. In most of the odd-spin a sharp zero frequency peak has been truncated in the unbroadened spectra. Occasionally the broadened spectrum is also truncated (where indicated by broken lines}.
for the eigenvalues of H M requires numerical techniques). These spectra are broadened with the same Gaussian line shape, although a Lorentzian broadening function seems to more accurately reproduce experimental results than does the Gaussian line shape normally assumed in high field NMR.
Zero field NMR for large N
The problem of spin absorption in zero applied field has been addressed by a number of authors.7.14.35 Most of this work has concentrated on spectral line shapes for quadrupolar systems, with possible modifications for the effects of dipolar couplings or motion. Because experimental results for systems of dipolar coupled systems in zero field are rare, this problem has received much less attention. For systems of many coupled spins, the absorption band tends toward a characteristic shape with long broad tails and a narrow, lowfrequency component. This behavior was first predicted by Kubo and Toyabe,36 and has, until now, found experimental verification primarily in the study of the decay of muon p0-larization. 37 In the limit of no relaxation and static dipolar fields, the Kubo-Toyabe statistical theory predicts
where A represents the distribution of local fields, and in some suitably chosen local reference frame
Roughly speaking, this corresponds to a spectrum with a sharp component at zero frequency, and a broad non-Gaussian line shape extending to higher frequencies. Relaxation serves mainly to broaden out the 6 function at zero frequency into a near-Lorentzian line. This type of line shape is frequently observed in our zero field experiment on dense systems of spin-l/2 nuclei. Figure 11 shows one example, the zero field spectrum of polycrystalline squaric acid. 38
Effects of isotopic dilution in zero field
Frequently, it is possible to achieve the required isolation of small, IH-containing spin systems by isotopic dilution, e.g., by replacing some large percentage of the mole- cules with their perdeuterated analogs. The advantage of this is twofold: First, the r of the deuteron -0.15 that of the proton, thus reducing the coupling to spins outside the system of interest. Additionally, the deuteron is a spino! nucleus and possesses a quadrupole moment. If the local electric field gradient is not axially symmetric, then the dipolar coupling between integer and half-integer spins is quenched in zero field. 35 (1) .35 (1) . We have previously used this technique to advantage in acquiring the zero field NMR spectrum of polycrystalline dimethylterephthalate. 5 An example of the increased resolution possible, and of the transition between the statistical, many-body behavior to isolated spin, sharp line limits is shown in Fig. 12 , where we present zero field spectra of sodium acetate trihydrate-d 6 (NaOAc.3D 2 0) as a function of increasing dilution. Resolution increases as we replace CH 3 groups with CD 3 groups. The observed spectrum of this methyl group corresponds to rapid rotation of the CH 3 group about its symmetry axis,39 and will be more completely described in Sec. V A.
c. Heteronuclear spln-1/2 systems Commonly, spin systems of interest contain a heteronuclear (S) spin (such as l3C, 31p, or ISN) in addition to protons. Because of the difficulties described in Secs. III B 2-111 B 4 of the previous section, most high field dipolar studies exploit the natural isolation of these "rare" spins to make high field dipolar spectra tractable. 24 . 25 In this section, we consider some of the differences between zero field NMR spectra of homonuclear spins systems, described above, and heteronuclear systems where two different Zeeman spin reservoirs can be identified in high field.
As a consequence of the differing magnetogyric ratios r I and rs, the initial spin density operator [Eq. as a function of increasing replacement ofCH) groups by CD 3 groups. At top. the spectrum of the system with 100% CH) groups. Intermolecular couplings are strong, so little local structure can be resolved. In· stead, the spectrum is similar to that of Fig. II . As large numbers of CH) groups are replaced by CD J groups, the spectrum becomes increasingly well resolved, and sharp features characteristic of the individual methyl groups appear. Assuming rapid rotation exclusively about the C J axis, and that the observed sp\l\\lng'm \ne most dilute case is due only to the intramethyl group couplings, where b l and b s represent, respectively, the initial prepared polarizations ()r each spin system, and the operators I z and Sz imply a summation over all similar nuclei. For later convenience, we rewrite this as
First we calculate the spectrum for a single I spin coupled to one S spin. Given the heteronuclear dipolar Hamiltonian,
we proceed precisely as above in the homonuclear case. ' 
if the zero field evolution is observed via its effect on the I spin magnetization, or by
if the S spins are observed. For a single I spin interacting with one S spin the zero field free induction decay3° is
where the + sign holds when the Inuclei are detected, and the -sign when the S nuclei are detected.
Since b l and b s may be separately controlled in high field, it is possible to manipulate the initial condition so as to change the observed spectrum. One 'simple possibility is to bring the two spin species into a state of equal initial polarizations. This can readily be accomplished by partially presaturating the high r nucleus with a suitably chosen rf pulse in high field, or by prepolarizing the low r nuclei with various high or zero field mixing techniques. One possibility is to adiabatically cycle to zero field, followed by remagnetization prior to initiating the field cycle described above. Polarization is irreversibly transferred from the more ordered spin system by spin mixing where the local fields are larger than the applied fields. 40 Alternatively, one might use normal high field pulsed or cw rf techniques to adjust the initial density operator p(O) so as to simplify the resulting spectra. 30.4).42 An illustration of the different spectra which may arise from the different initial conditions possible in I3C_ enriched ,B-calcium formate [Ca(HCOOb1 is shown in Fig.   13 . When the initial conditionisl z + Sz the system behaves like a homonuclear spin system and when it is like I z -Sz the homonuclear lines disappear.
Energy levels and allowed transition frequencies for the two types of two-spin systems are summarized in Fig. 14 . We note that in the heteronuclear two spin case, several of the lines predicted in Eq. (33) but missing in the homonuclear case appear. The remainder of these missing lines become allowed only when we include the possible effects of motional averaging, which may split the energies of the two degenerate eigenstates in the triplet manifold of the dipolar Hamiltonian. PQ~lizations of the two nuclei. The stick spectra are the prediction of Eq. /:41); Superposed are the spectra convoluted with a Lorentzian line 6 kHz wide at half-maximum. Right: experimental spectra of the 13e-IH pair in 90% 13C p-calcium formate (Ca(HCOO)J. Top and bottom: the 13C nuclei are prepolarized to -1.6 times their equilibrium polarization by a zero field cycle where evolution is allowed to take place for 32 its. The sample is returned to high field, where a strong rfpulse at the IH Larmor frequency (185 MHZ) is applied. At top, a 66 0 pulse destroys 60% of the initial1H magnetization and equalizes the initial spin ordering of the two spin species. At bottom, a 114 0 pulse destroys the same 60% of the initiallH magnetization iIlidinverts the rest. In the center, both spin systems are depolarized in zero iI~Jd, and the sample returned to high field for a time long compared to TIH f:.;:;;lO s).and short compared to Tie (-several minutes). In high field, the IHmagnetization is observed. The observed dipolar coupling corresponds to (,-3) -113 = 1.11 A. In high field, the transition energies are orientation dependent and the spectrum is a continuous absorption band. The zero field energy levels are orientation independent, and the zero field spectrum consists of a finite number of absorption lines. In the homonuc1ear case, only transitions within the triplet manifold are allowed (both in high and zero field).
Similar effects are expected to occur for the more complicated interactions between more than two spin-1I2 nuclei. Simulations for the specific case of a 13CH2 group are shown in Fig. 15 . For the initial condition b I = b s , the simplest spectrum results. We defer until we treat motional averaging the simulation of 13CH3.
IV. TIME DOMAIN NQR OF QUADRUPOLAR NUCLEI
A.Overvlew
The interactions of the local electric field gradients with the quadrupole moments of nuclei with I> I often give a more detailed description of the local environment than do chemical shifts, but are less frequently measured. Like a chemical shift, but in contrast to a dipolar coupling, the quadrupole interaction is a single nucleus property, and leads to spectra where lines are readily associated with a particular site. A convenient representation of the quadrupole Hamiltonian, Eq. (3), is in the molecular frame where the field gradient tensor is diagonal!4 structure, due to dipolar coupling, is often a small pertrubation and may provide additional information on the relative proximity of sites without seriously compromising interpertability. This is similar to the situation of chemical shifts and scalar couplings in liquids. Previous methods for obtaining such NQR spectra in zero field were reviewed briefly in the Introduction. (The NMR dipolar spectra are displayed with both positive and negative frequencies, whereas the quadrupolar spectra are shown with only positive frequencies.) The present form of the time domain zero field experiment (Fig. S) is most valuable for systems with quadrupole frequencies of less than about 1 MHz. It is for these low frequency systems that other approaches are most difficult.
NQR spectra of integer and half-integer spins differ greatly. A more complete presentation of the quantum mechanics of quadrupolar spin systems is given in the standard NQR references. 14 Here we will briefly review the important points which have a bearing on the interpretation of our experimental spectra.
B. Spin I = 1 (2D and 14N) Formally, the Hamiltonian of an isolated spin-I nucleus closely resembles the dipolar Hamiltonian for two spin-l12 nuclei, and the three energy levels of the spin-l nucleus are similar to the triplet manifold of the dipolar-coupled pair. The main difference is that the static field gradient tensor V is rarely axially symmetric, while it is only through the effects of motion that the dipolar tensor may become asymmetric. An isolated spin-l nucleus typically has three nondegenerate energy . levels and thus the possibility of three different resonance frequencies. The evaluation of Eq. (18) precisely parallels the treatment of Sec. II C for the triplet manifold of two homo nuclear spin-I12 particles. The only difference is in the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian. For the general case of a single deuteron with non vanishing asymmetry parameter 71, the energies of the transitions are
Substituting these values into Eqs. (24) and (25) split by the frequency of the low frequency line. The energy level scheme, and a comparison to the spectra of two-spin dipolar systems, is depicted in Fig. 16 . If at least two of the lines can be assigned to a given site the field gradient parameters A and 71 are determined. Observation of the low frequency lines is important when the sample contains multiple sites as it allows the high frequency transitions to be grouped into pairs for each site. When resolved couplings exist between sites with similar quadrupole tensors, the spectral patt~rn will require a detailed, and presumably iterative, simUliltion. Such dipolar structure in spin-l NQR has previously been observed and explained for N 2 , -ND 2 , and D 2 0 groupS.44
The deuterium spectrum of per de ute rated dimethylterephthalate in Fig. 17 illustrates these points. The intense band at 38 kHz is assigned to the methyl groups. As is well known,45 motional averaging caused by the rapid rotation of the CD 3 group about its C 3 axis accounts for the observed reduction in frequency from the 1 ~ 150 kHz range typical of static C-D bonds. No lines are obseved near zero frequency, and therefore 71 9!! O. The high frequency region of Fig. 17 shows four resolved transitions, indicating that there are two distinct aromatic ring sites, corresponding to those near to and far: from the methyl groups. Due to low intensity and small splitting of these lines as compared to the broadened zero frequency contribution of the methyl group, no Vo lines are resolved.
The spectrum of 1,4-dimethoxybenzene (Fig. 18) shows well resolved lines appearing at all three predicted regions of the spectrum. The Vo lines appear at precisely the difference frequencies between pairs of lines at high (-135 kHz) frequencies. Relative intensities are less distorted than in dimethylterephthalate with similar experimental parameters. Nonetheless, the CD 3 group still appears with greater integrated intensity than do the ring sites. The analysis of the aromatic ring spectrum 43 is straightforward since the four high frequency lines can be sorted into a pair for each type of ring site by using the low frequency Vo lines. For the methyl group, both the appearance of low frequency lines which cannot be attributed to ring sites and the number of resolved peaks apparent in the band offrequencies between 33 and 40 kHz indicate that 1] is nonnegligible. Despite the rapid rotation of the methyl group, an asymmetry in the local environment leads to an asymmetric, motionally averaged quadrupolar tensor. 4S In addition, the large number oflines cannot be explained without including the effects of the dipolar couplings between deuterons on the methyl group (and possibly to the ring as well). A complete simulation of the observed pattern is not yet available, but values for the motionally averaged quadrupolar tensor alone can be derived using the results ofVega. 
Spectra of other perdeuterated systems indicate that the zero field spectrometer 46 is capable of exciting and detecting higher frequency zero field coherences. In Fig. 19 we show the zero field spectrum of polycrysta1line perdeuterated lauric acid [CD 3 (CD 2 ) JO COOD]. All regions of the spectrum appear with approximately correct intensities. Unlike other deuterated systems, this long chain molecule shows a broad range of absorption frequencies and few resolved spectral features. It is likely that a distribution of small amplitude librational motions, as discussed in Sec. V C, accounts for this range of quadrupole couplings. Any inhomogeneity in local environment or motion is expected to result in a correspondingly broad range of quadrupolar absorption frequencies.
The predominant contribution to the anomalous intensities often observed in 2D zero field spectra appears to be the differing relaxation rates which characterize the return to equilibrium of the high field magnetization. Because the dipole couplings between deuterons are weak compared to the quadrupolar splittings, chemically different deuterons may have very different TI's in a solid. 47 Deuterons with short TI's attain their full equilibrium polarization more rapidly in high field, and thus may begin the field cycle more polarized. Some of this initial advantage may be lost due to more rapid relaxation during the transit to and from zero field. The problem of variable (and often quite long) quadrupolar TI's is one of the prime motivations for the development of indirect methods of detection, using either frequency domain
• 1o
or time domain 12(a) methods.
c. Half-Integra' quadrupolar nuclei
We begin with a brief review of some basic results which will prove useful in a discussion of the results obtained in pulsed zero field experiments. From Kramer's theorem 1 O(b).14.48 each energy level of the zero field Hamiltonian of a half-integer spin is doubly degenerate. Each isolated quadrupolar nucleus in zero field has 2/ + 1 eigenstates; but for half-integral 1 there are only (2/ + 1)/2 distinct energy levels. If each energy level is coupled to all others, the predicted number oflines with nonzero frequency is (412 -1 )/8. Generally, fewer lines are observed. This is because in the basis set where IzM' the component of the angular momentum along the principal axis of the quadrupolar tensor, is diagonal, the asymmetry parameter 1] would hold, and only 1-1/2 distinct nonzero frequencies would be observed for each half-integral spin I. Even where an asymmetry parameter breaks this selection rule, the amplitudes of the "forbidden" lines are typically small. The high field powder spectrum for half-integral spins consists of a prominent central peak due to the (11/2)-+1-1/2») transition and weak and broad satellites. The latter are spread over a wide frequency range by the distribution of first order quadrupole energies, and are therefore rarely distinguished from the base line. In Appendix B we consider the case where the detection bandwidth in t2 is such that only the central transition contributes appreciably to the signal. In such a case, the relative line amplitudes in zero field are preserved (as compared to that which would be measured if the entire high field pattern were observed), but the overall strength is scaled down by a factor of the order of
3/4/(1 + 1).26
The simplest case is that of 1= 3/2 for which the zero field time domain signal is
The existence of a single nonzero frequency in the signal function means that the principal components of the electric field gradient are not uniquely determined by the zero field spectrum of an isolated spin 3/2. On the other hand, from the viewpoint of site identification one has the conveniently simple rule that each unique €l)Q corresponds to a chemically distinct species. An illustration of this with the 7Li nucleus is shown in Fig. 20 which shows the zero field spectrum of polycrystalline Li 2 S0 4 ·H 2 0. The two distinct sites are consistent with the structure known from x-ray diffraction and the results of single crystal NMR studies. The zero frequency line is partiallytruncatedf'otpurposes oftiispIay.
3cqQ WQ =--.
101i (48b)
As 17 is allowed to grow, both the spacing between these two lines and their relative intensities will change; Additionally, a third sum frequency line may appear, but even for 17 = 1 its intensity is less than 7% that of either of the other two lines. Dipole allowed frequencies and intensities asa function of 17 for 1 = S/2, 7/2, and 9/2 have been tabulated. 50
The case of 1= 5/2 with finite 17 is illustrated in Fig. 21 by the spectrum of 27 AI in polycrystalline potassium alum, KAl(S04h·I 2H 2 0. 51 The three distinct levels give rise to two finite frequency transitions of measurable intensity. These can be used to determine the two electric field gradient pa- 
for the transition between the m = 3/2 and m = 1/2 eigenstates. We find e 2 qQ /h = 391 ± 2 kHz and 17 = 0.17 ± O.OS.
In the highly symmetric site occupied by the aluminum atom in the alums, x-ray studies predict the lattice to be of cubic symmetry, and the aluminum nuclei are octahedrally c0-ordinated by six water molecules. 52 The small size of the quadrupoJar coupling reftects the near symmetry of the local 27 AI environment.
V. EFFECTS OF MOTION
Where molecules or parts of molecules are nonrigid, the spin Hamiltonians (3)- (5) averaged tensor is observed. This fact is well known from high field studies, and is the basis for line shape studies of chemical exchange in solution S3 and studies of restricted motion in solids. 54 For motions which are either fast or slow (as compared to the strength of the interaction being observed) it is easy to predict the result: fast motions yield zero field spectra with sharp lines at the time-averaged value of the tensor, while very slow motions show up as discrete zero field lines at each possible value of the tensor. The intermediate case (motion or exchange at rates comparable to the magnitude of the NMR Hamiltonian) aft'ects the line shapes, and a detailed analysis is required to solve the problem completely. Methods applicable to high field NMR are well known, and are presented by others in detail elsewhere. 54 Some consideration has been given to the intermediate regime in pure NQR. 3S (e) In this section, we will only concern ourselves with a few representative cases in the fast motion limit where a simple solution is available, and which are relevant to our experimental results. The treatment in this section closely follows the results of Bayer,3S/b) Abragam,4Of b ) and Barnes
45
which are applicable to zero field NMR and NQR.
Where rapid motion occurs about a single axis its effect can be most simply incorporated into the expressions of the NMR and NQR Hamiltonians. As a model for these concepts, we shall consider an axially symmetric quadrupolar Hamiltonian, where the magnitude of the quadrupolar coupling is unchanged during the motion. A formally equivalent example is the dipolar coupling between two spin-t/2 nuclei.
In this section we treat four categories of motion. Three occur in a molecular frame: rapid, isotropic rotation about an axis; twofold jumps: and smalllibrational modes. The last takes place in a lab frame: physical rotation of the sample. We start with a common approach to these types of motion. First, the static Hamiltonian is transformed from its principal axis system (x y z) to a frame where the motion is described more simply (XYZ). We assume that this transformation can be accomplished by a single rotation by () 0 about the yaxis. In this new frame, the Hamiltonian (3) (where 1] = 0) can be expanded to give
We evaluate the time average of this Hamiltonian, for each of the motional models.
A. Rotations about a molecular axis
Allowing the molecule or molecular unit to undergo rapid rotation about the new Z axis introduces a time dependence into H Q (or H D)' As the rotation frequency is assumed large compared to our Hamiltonian, what is actually observed is HQ averaged over a rotational cycle. Entering an interaction frame which follows the motion of the spatial angular momentum J z at a frequency w,
HQ(/) = (exp( -wJzt)HQ exp(iwJz/). (51)
Only the first term in Eq. (SO) is time independent. All other terms have zero time average over a rotational cycle. The averaged Hamiltonian which gives rise to the observed spectrum is then Fig.   18 .) Previously we showed spectra of several compounds containing CD 3 groups. We commented that they appeared at a frequency significantly lower than do other Sp3 hybridized C-D bonds. In Fig. 22 shows an expanded view of the CD 3 methyl region in the zero field spectrum of polycrystalline perdeuterated dimethylterephthalate, whose full spectrum is shown in Fig. IS . Following the logic ofEqs. (SO) and (51), the principle component of the quadrupole tensor V zz is averaged to the value
where ( 
The observed quadrupolar frequency is approximately 1/3 that which characterizes other C-D bonds, as is well known from high field studies. The structure observed in Fig. 22 3 ) -113 = 1.791\. The seven line stick spectrum is a simulation of the effects of the dipolar fine structure superposed on the motionally averaged quadrupolar coupling. the motion, which rapidly interchanges the spatial locations of the three individual deuterons, they are expected to have identical quadrupole coupling tensors. It is in just such a highly degenerate case that the effects of the small perturbation introduced by the dipolar coupling are expected to be most pronoun~ed. 3'(f) .3${g).4of Similar spectra are observed for C0 3 groups in nematic phases of liquid crystals. 55 The precise value of the dipole coupling, and therefore the distance between deuteron nuclei, is found by modeling the complete system and taking into account the averaging caused by the motion. A simulation of the frequencies is indicated by the stick spectrum inset in Fig. 22 . The 20-2 0 internuclear distance (1. 79 A) agrees within experimental limits with the value we have previously reported for the distance between IH sites in the protonated analog of this molecule. 5 To accurately simulate this spectrum, we require that the dipolar and quadrupolar coupling have the same sign. In the liquid crystal studies,55 the dipolar structure is observed with the opposite sense; i.e., simulations require that the couplings have opposite signs.
Similar effects of motional averaging are observed in zero field NMR studies of dipolar systems undergoing rapid reorientation. As before, for many coupled spins we use computer simulations. Two common examples of rapidly reorienting systems in the solid state are methyl groups and benzene, which spins rapidly about its hexad axis. In Fig. 23 we show simulated zero field and high field spectra of rela- and the spectra are narrowed by the monon. Tlieprediction for the rapidly rotating methyl group agrees wen withthe obsel'V«!spectrum of an isolated CH 3 group (cf. Fig. 12 ).
tively isolated such groups. As evidence that methyl groups at room temperature are rapidly spinning, Fig. 23 should be compared to the best-resolved spectrum of Fig. II, i. e., the dilute CH 3 group in solid sodium acetate trihydrate. In Fig.  24 we present the motionally averagedspectrumofthe heteronucIear J3CH3 group starting from three possible spin polarizations, and assuming the same sort of rapid rotation. Zero field experiments with appropriate initial conditions may be useful for separating out nCH, J3CH2, and J3CH3 groups in powders (cf. Figs. 13, 15, and 24 ). An interesting feature obtained by averaging any rigid structure over a classical rotation about a molecule-fixed axis is that the resulting zero field Hamiltonian is isomorphic with a high field Hamiltonian with all the molecular rotation axes aligned along the field. The fast molecular rotation performs the same truncation of terms as a large Zeeman energy.
B. Discrete Jumps
For jumps about the Z axis through discrete angles, the instantaneous electric field gradient tensor is calculated for each discrete orientation and a time-weighted average derived by summing over all allowed orientations. 56 For a two site jump (as executed by 0 2 0 in many inorganic crystals at high temperature (50) is equivalent to taking the average value of these two tensors:
Even if 
C.Torslon and smalilibrations
As a final simple example of molecular motion in zero field, we consider the effect of small amplitude torsional or lib rational modes.
3s (b) These are modeled by allowing Z to represent the equilibrium or average orientation of the tensor, and introducing small rotations about the y axis of 0 radians. For small 0 and to lowest nonvanishing order in 0 we can expand Eq. (50) in powers of 0 as
(56)
Averaging over 0 to get the time-averaged Hamiltonian Ii Q' this last term disappears and we rewrite Ii Q as -
This corresponds to a scaled quadrupolar coupling constant and an asymmetry parameter of." = ~ iP. By a similar treatment, dipolar tensors can develop an asymmetry.S8 In two-spin heteronuclear spin-l/2 systems with such an asymmetric dipolar tensor (and therefore no degenerate energy levels) all 121ines predicted by Eq. (30) should be observed. For each of these molecular frame motions, the averaged tensor may have different value and symmetry than the static tensor. Examples of motions resulting in small." in dipolar coupled systems will also be given in a future work. S7 It is important to note that all the types of motion we have discussed are homogeneous, in the sense that we assumed that all crystallites undergo the same type of motion independent of their orientation in the lab frame. Therefore, the resulting spectra retain the sharp features of zero field NMR of static samples; no broadening is introduced unless the motional behavior is itself inhomogeneous over the sample. It is possible such inhomogeneity may be the source of the broad features in the 2D NQR of lauric acid (Fig. 19 ).
D. Sample rotation
As a final example of the effects of motion on zero field spectra, we consider the effects of bulk sample rotation on zero field spectra. This type of motion differs from those described above in that the axis of rotation differs for each crystallite orientation in a fixed lab-based frame of reference. We proceed as above and transform into a lab-based frame as in Eq. (50), where the angle 0 is now orientation dependent. For fast rotation and only homonuclear couplings, the averaging in Eq. (51) is mathematically identical to that observed upon entering the rotating frame of high field NMR studies; this is a consequence of Larmor's theorem, and
where 0 is now referenced to a laboratory frame. Thus the zero field spectrum of an isolated deuteron or two spin-l/2 system will broaden into the powder pattern illustrated at the bottom of Fig. 1 . For most systems, practical sample rotation rates will be too slow for this simple treatment to apply. The primary effect of the rotation will be to cause some broadening in the observed line features. A combination of sample spinning at frequency (J), and a magnetic field B such that c!), = riB will produce an untruncated Hamiltonian H D or H Q' and thus a normal zero field spectrum, in rough analogy to the cancellation of nutation and sample rotation in high field. 29 This should be useful for distinguishing between nuclear spins ofheteronuclear systems (e.g., 20-tH), and for the purposes of spin decoupling in zero field spectroscopy.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS A. Zero field Interval
This section gives design criteria and a brief description of the experimental apparatus and procedure. Complete details can be found elsewhere. 46 The distinctive aspect of the present field cycling schemes is that the evolution of coherence is induced and terminated by the sudden removal and reapplication, respectively, of a large static field, or by the application of short dc field pulses in conjuction with adiabatic demagnetization and remagnetization in the laboratory frame.
Timing considerations
There are several practical criteria for measuring an interferogram in this way. The first crierion is that the switching must take place sufficiently rapidly that coherence does not decay. This may be coherence prepared before the switching. or. more often. terms in the density operator which become time dependent as a consequence of the rapid switching between Hamiltonians. Thus the switching time T. from a conditionaf high field to zero field should satisfy T. < T 2 . If the speettumhas resolved line structure, then its spectral widthisroughly characterized by the square root of its second momentM 2 , which satisfies the condition M 2-III < T 2 • A useful criterion, then, is that T. <M 2-Ill; i.e., negligible evolution due to the internal Hamiltonian occurs during switching. Truly instantaneous switching would require T. < 1/ wo, where Wo is the Larmor frequency in the switched field. but Larmor precession during the rise and fall of the field does not destroy coherence and should be of no consequence as long as it is reproducible.
Field cycling
For many systems of interest T. e! 10-6 s suffices.
Switching on this time scale is difficult for the fields of ie IT which are desirable for creating a large equilibrium magnetization and high Larmor frequency for sensitive detection in 1 2 • Mechanical translation of the sample to and from the field region on this time scale also appears impractical. An idealized scheme for incorporating the advantages of large polarizing and observation fields. and simultaneously satisfying the rapid switching criterion, is to lower and raise the fields in two steps. This is illustrated in Fig. 25 . We will refer to the notation of Fig. 25 
o
An alternative approach would be to execute the field cycle instead by two electronic steps. Variable field TI spectrometers are designed to allow for rapid ( -ms) variation of large fields (-1 T) purely by electronic means.'9While the initial polarization level and detection sensitivity may suffer due to the lower value of B o , for samples with short TI's the decrease in cycle time should compensate in part for the smaller applied fields.
Sample container
The sample is contained in a cylindrical shatter-resistantplastic holder (Kel-F for experiments on IH containing systems, otherwise nylon) about 2 cm in length. The sample tube fits snugly inside a 10 mm o.d. thin-walled glass tube of length -75 em, which extends from a standard rf coil in the bore of a 4.2 T solenoidal superconducting magnet Bo to a region below the magnet cryostat where the fringe field due to Bo is equal to the desired intemediate field (O.OI-{).04 T).
Positive or negative air pressure applied at the lower end of the tube causes the sample to shuttle up and down. Its position at either end is fixed by plastic stops. All of the experiments reported here were performed at room temperature.
Zero field region
At die lower position is the region of zero field. A pair of electromagnets (Bland B 2 ) are wound to provide the timevarying fields of the order of the fringe field due to Bo. (Additional unswitched shim coils can provide a finer adjustment of thtlactual value of the residual fields.) The first magnet (B l ) is.designed to accurately negate the fringe field and produce a sizable volume of near-zero magnetic field. This coil is referred to as the "bucking coil. It The second electromagnet (B 2 ) is smaller and encloses the glass shuttle tube. It is designed to be rapidly switched and is the source of the experimental sudden switching. In principle, a single magnet coil   FIG. 2S . Schematic of the field cyclinS technique. Left: the three main magnet coils. 8 0 is the superconc:luctillg solenoid of the high field NMR. spectrometer. BI is a large (-12 cm diam) electromagnet wound to cancel the fringe field due to 8 0 at a position -SO em below the cryostat (-0.01 T). 8 2 is a much smaller electromagnet (-I.S cm diam) and is capable of being rapidly « I Jls) switched off' and on. Right: the time dependence of the applied magnetic field, as experienced by the sample. The sample begins in the large applied field of the superconducting magnetBg. As it moves from the bore, the field gradually decreases to a value -0.01 T. Then electromagnets 8. and 8 2 are suddenly switched. The field rapidly doubles in size (not shown), and more slowly decreases back to -0.01 T.8 2 is then shut olr,and evolutionisinitiated. At the time t I' 8 2 is turned back on,and evolution is terminated. First 8 1 and then B2 are turned oft'. and then the sample is returned to the bore of 8 0 where the amplitude of the evolved magnetization is detected. might be designed to serve both functions (i.e., rapid switching and high homogeneity); practically, however, such a unified approach implies intolerable demands on the electronics. This two-coil setup does pose one complication, however. BI nulls the fringe fields over a large volume of space. Were it energized continuously, the sample would pass through a field-free region during transit before feeling the effects of the switching coil B 2 • To overcome this, the bucking coil, too, must be switched. This insures that the sample always remains in an applied field Bapplied >B loc until the sudden transient which initiates evolution. If Bapplied is not much larger than Bloc, then at the intermediate field the system will be in mixed eigenstates of the high and zero field Hamiltonians. After switching, evolution is still restricted to the same frequencies; however, the amplitUde of the oscillating signal will be decreased by the extent of the mixing.
Specifics of the field cycle
The field cycle (for concreteness, all switching times and fields are referenced to the apparatus as designed to measure dipolar couplings) is composed ofthe following steps:
(1) The sample is polarized for a time -TI in high field.
(2) A three-way gas valve is switched. Negative pressure applied to the glass tube causes the sample to move from the bore into position in the zero field region. At all times during transit ( -150 ms), the sample resides in the fringe field due to Bo (> 0.01 T).
(3) Both coils (bucking and switching) are simultaneously energized. The switching coil B2 adds a field equal and parallel to the fringe field and so the applied field rapidly (-300 ns) approaches -0.02 T. Simultaneously, the bucking coils B I is energized ( -10 ms switching time). As its field is anti parallel to the fringe field of B o ' the applied field slowly returns nearly to its initial (-0.01 T) value. At all times, the spins are in fields greater than the local field and the nuclear magnetization is unaffected by these time-varying fields.
(4) The switching coil B2 is quenched. Zero field evolution is initiated. At the time II (as determined by the 10 MHz clock which synchronizes all operations of the high field spectrometer), the switching coil is reenergized. The evolved magnetization is stored.
(5) The bucking coil is switched off. (6) Pressure is applied at the sample, and it returns to high field. (7) The amplitude of the evolved magnetization is sampled.
Homogeneity of the zero field region
Small residual fields are truncated by the larger local fields and contribute to zero field linewidths only in second order. These residual fields can be shiti:firted to negligible size ( < 10-6 T) on heteronuclear liquid saIhples. For a single I-S pair and an indirect dipolar coupling J, the zero field free induction decay is COs(JI.}, (59) where, as before, the + sign holds when the more highly polarized are detected, and the -sign otherwise. As the naturallinewidths in liquid samples are -Hz, and any additional linewidth is indicative of the field inhomogeneity, these samples provide a convenient measure of the residual fields. 30 In most applications, residual fields as large as 10-s T (which can be achieved using only a commercial gaussmeter as a probe) produce no discernable effect on the zero field spectrum.
B. High field detection sequences
The high field detection circuits used to detect the high field magnetizations are based on standard designs incorporating a gapped solenoid wrapped around the shuttle tube. The same coil is used for both excitation and detection. Various familiar rf pulse sequences are used. The simplest possibility [ Fig. 26(a) ] is to give a single 11'/2 pulse and record the resulting free induction decay in 1 2 , Frequently. experimental difficulties associated with "dead time" (the finite time it takes for the receiver circuitry to recover after a strong rf excitation pulse) make it preferable to record the free induction decay after a solid echo sequence 60 [Fig. 26(b) ]. There is effectively no dead time in the zero field interval II' Both of these sequences suffer from the disadvantage that the transverse magnetization decays in a characteristic time M 2-112 (1~100 jls). More complicated pulse sequences are known which eliminate evolution under the influence of the homonuclear dipole-dipole couplings and greatly extend the lifetime of the transverse magnetization 61 • 62 The prototype of such sequences is the W AHUHA four pulse cycle 61 (a) illustrated in Fig. 26(c) . A preferable sequence (because it is technically less demanding) is the pulsed spin-locking experi- ment of Fig. 26(d) .62 This simple sequence forfeits high field information in order to minimize the signal decay and thus maximize the accumulated signal energy in 12 (subject to the constraints of T, ). The signal at a given time in t, is then taken as the ave~ge of all point samples in the multiplepulse train. Significant increases in signal-to-noise ( -5-50) may be achieved by this technique.
VII. EXTENSIONS AND CONCLUSION
A. Two-dImensional high fteld-zero fteld correlations Figure 27 shows the two-dimensional zero field-high field correlation spectrutnofpolycrystalline Ba(CI0 3 h·H20. The high field signal aftefa solid echo sequence is observed as a function of the zero field time t " and the signal function S (t "t 2 ) is subjected to a real Fourier transform with respect to both time domains. The projections onto the aJ, and aJ2 axes show the zero field andbigh field spectra, respectively. The cross peaks in the tw<Klimensional spectrum show the correlations between the low field and high field spectra. Portions of the high field spectrum at the edges of the spectrum, where the internuclear vector is nearly parallel to the applied field, correspond to the nonevolving components of the zero field spectrum .. 'l'hesingularities in the high field powder pattern, where the internuclear vector is perpendicular to the field, are accentuated in slices corresponding to the finite frequency parts of the zero field spectrum. This corresponds precisely to the description presented in the Introduction.
In heteronuclear I,,--S systems (e.g., 1= 'H, S = 13C) either spin reservoir should reveal identical aJ, frequencies, and the choice of the observed nucleus is based on other considerations. Normally, signal-to-noise is better for the spin system with larger r (e.g., the protons). If, however, the high r ('H) another, it may be difficult to observe the heteronuclear lines amidst the much stronger background of IH-IH couplings. Then, in the spirit of separated local field spectroscopy, 24,25 one should observe the rare spins. It should be possible to get the best of both worlds; the signal-to-noise advantage of the I nucleus with the selectivity of the rareSspins. First, polarize the S spins by whatever means possible in high field. Before initiating the field cycle, saturate the I spin magnetization. At the end of 1 " the only I-spin magnetization available to be observed must arise from those I spins strongly coupled to S spins.
As the motivation for the zero field experiment is that the high field dipolar and quadrupolar powder patterns are broad, often featureless, and largely devoid ofinformation, it will rarely prove useful to accumulate a normal free induction decay in t 2 • As long as the same Hamiltonians (dipolar and/or quadrupolar) govern the dynamics of both time periods, aJ2 contains the same information as aJ" only at much lower resolution. Two options, then, are available: First, one might modify the high field portion of the spectrum such that t2 evolution is governed by a more tractable Hamiltonian. For example, techniques for the measurement of chemical shifts in powders are well known. Dipolar couplings in zero field might thus be correlated to the high field chemical shifts. In homonuclear systems, dipolar decoupling sequences such as W AHUHA, MREV -8, or their more sophisticated relatives 61 extract chemical shift patterns in strongly coupled systems. For rare spin species such as 13e, proton decoupling should suffice to correlate untruncated couplings with chemical shift patterns. Unfortunately, the chemical shift anisotropy severely degrades the chemical sensitivity of such an experiment.
The ideal zero field experiment would incorporate high resolution in the high field detection period, such as is accomplished by magic angle sample spinning, to provide correlations between chemically distinct sites and geometric factors. Practical considerations make such an experiment difficult. Rotation about a laboratory-fixed axis during the zero field period (Sec. VI 0) reintroduces powder broadening in zero field, and high speed spinning inserts are not readily started and stopped. In homonuclear systems, one can compensate by cycling not to zero field but a small field whose magnitude and direction are adjusted to precisely null the effects of the spatial rotation. No such adjustment can be made in heteronuclear spin systems, where magic angle spinning (in conjuction with higher power decoupling) is most useful. Magic angle hopping 63 should prove more useful.
B. Two-dimensional zero fteld-zero field experiments
Deuterium NQR spectra (Figs. 16-18 ) in zero field show the sort of high resolution features most often associated with high resolution solution state NMR. The quadrupolar couplings identify chemical environment (like a chemical shift), while the dipole-dipole couplings correlate near neighbors in space (while J couplings correlate near neighbors through bonds). This suggests correlation experiments of the sort common in solution state two-dimensional NMR (such as NOESy64). Level crossing experiments utilize "double transitions" to correlate neighboring deuterons, and to attempt to assign transitions to sites in solid.44 (c) ,65 A time domain version of this type of correlation experiment is shown in Fig. 28 . Here we allow for two independent zero field time intervals I I and 1 2 , The signal is detected in high field during yet a third time period.
The zero field times I I and t2 are independently incremented. The mixing period where large dc fields are applied separates the two periods and is kept fixed. Two-dimensional Fourier transformation yields a matrix. Correlations show up as off-diagonal peaks in the two-dimensional spectrum. For short mixing times, we expect correlations only between transitions corresponding to a single site. For long field pulses (-1 ms), spin diffusion between sites becomes allowed and the crosspeaks may indicate spatially neighboring sites. They may also correspond to chemical exchange between sites during the mixing period.
These experiments, like the magic angle hopping zero field correlation experiment, may become quite lengthy. We are currently working at demonstrating several less timeconsuming versions of these and other zero field correlation experiments.
C. Alternative Initial conditions
In the experiments considered so far the density operator just prior to the zero field period has been proportional to some linear combination of nuclear magnetizations. Starting from magnetization, the spectra observed are subject to dipole selection rules [as expressed by Eq. (18)]. The molecular frame operators which determine the selection rules are of the same rank as the initial density operator. For systems of many levels, however, there are other experimentally accessible forms of nuclear order. One might wonder whether or how these alternative states might be used to advantage. The frequencies obtainable by Fourier transformation of some observable with respect to the period offree evolution in zero field, I I' will always be some subset of the differences between the eigenvalues of H M' The question, then, is how to control the amplitudes of these Fourier components and enhance the information content of the spectrum. Some simple examples of preparation sequences designed with the intent of spectral editing were presented in our discussion of heter- onuclear spin systems (Sec. III C). The problem, in fact, is much more general.
Changing the selection rules
As noted in Sec. IV C, half-integral quadrupolar spins often have appreciable dipole intensity only in the lines which are characterized by n M = ± 1. For a nucleus with 1= 5/2 and more that one distinct chemical environment, observation of the n M = 2 sum frequency line should aid in assigning the two normal nm = I lines to a particular site, just as the difference frequency Vo lines were used in analyzing the I = I systems of Sec. IV A and Fig. 18 . In order to break the dipole selection rule, the tensor rank of the prepared operator must be greater than 1= 1. Sequences are known which to a good approximation prepare and detect high field dipolar or quadrupolar order,67 which is a rank 1= 2 operator. By inserting a field cycling period in between such preparation and detection, the three I = 1 autocorrelation functions are replaced in Eqs. (12) and (13) by five 1=2 autocorrelation functions, giving "quadrupolar" selection rules.
Initiation of evolution by dc pulses
A simpler method of achieving a similar result is to simply decrease the field at the sample adiabatically all the way to zero. This leaves the nuclear order stored in some combination of the population differences between states of H M , which generally correspond to higher rank operators. 68 Coherent evolution in zero field can thereafter be initiated by a brief magnetic field pulse. These pulses can be selective in either of two senses: First, they may be tuned to a particular NQR frequency which may thereafter be directly detected. 69 Or, strong dc pulses may be used to initiate and store evolution at all transitions simultaneously. These dc pulses may be made selective by choosing to apply a pulse of length T so that evolution is initiated for one spin species but not another.
l 2{a) For systems with small coupling constants, it will generally be preferable to apply a second pulse and store some portion of the time evolved density operator as population differences which can be detected with higher sensitivity in high field, after adiabatic remagnetization. This experiment is closely related to field cycling with sudden switching, and an example of such a field cycle is shown in Fig. 29 .
Where an accurate intensity calculation is essential to an interpretation of the observed spectrum, as in the study of dipolar coupled spin-1!2 systems, it will be difficult to closely match the observed zero field intensities after adiabatic demagnetization as the initial state and detected operator depend strongly on the details of the field cycle. Moreover, the preparation sequence is rarely equally effective for all power orientations, even for the high field methods described above. This introduces an explicit n dependence into the initial and final density operator £Eq. (6\1, \\.\\.d th.erefore such adiabatic field cycles result in complicated and generally unpredictable equations for the intensities.
In quadrupolar systems, however, this sort of experiment has considerable advantages over the sudden switching experiment. Quadrupolar fields (-0.03-0.1 T) tend to be
Alternative field cycling scheme. Adiabatic demagnetization to zero field is followed by a short, intense dc field pulse to initiate evolution. At the end of t \. a second de field pulse stores some of the evolved spin order as population differences. The sample is then remagnetized to high. field, and the evolution of the magnetization under the new zero field selection rules probed in high field. If level crossings between nuclear spin species occur during the transit to and from zero field, then magnetization may be transferred between spin species. This allows for indirect detection of the zero field time domain signal of one spin species by its effect on a second. much larger than dipolar fields ( -0.00 1 T). As the necessary switching fields become larger, the associated electronics becomes bulkier, more expensive, and significantly more hazardous, particularly where the timing sequence (see above) requires many ms of intense fields. Here, only two short (-ps) pulses are used, which makes design of thezerofield apparatus significantly simpler. The absolute intensities of specific lines are less important, and the restrictive dipolar selection rules are overcome. Additionally, we can capital%e on the adiabatic cycle and adapt the level-crossing S9Mm@:
of Hahn and others8-10 to time domain experiments,.$hi §1¥ particularly valuable for quadrupolar spin systemsw~il the high field T)'s may be inconveniently long. Duringthe: demagnetization, the sample passes through values oftpi externally applied field where energy splittings fort):\19qif~ ferent nuclear. s,pinspecies may be instantaneously mawhEd. If these two species have different polarizations and are coupled by a dipolar interaction, polarization may be transferred from a rapidly relaxing site to a more sluggish neighbor; or, from an abundant, high y, short T) nucleus like I H to some less sensitive species. Experiments based on this idea have been reported elsewhere.
(a) D. Direct detection In zero field
Clearly, in order for the most powerful experiments to become routine, it will be necessary to develop a method for direct obsevation of the oscillating magnetization in zero field. The method should be capable of high sensitivity and have a detection efficiency which is frequency independent. This rules out any rf detectors based on Faraday's law devices, where a voltage is induced proportional to the frequency of oscillation.
Just such a device in fact exists. Thesuperconducting quantum inteference device (SQUID) is an ult:taiow noise rf ftux detector. It has recently been used in the detection of spin noise, i.e., the random ftuctuations in polarization of a macroscopic ensemble of nuclear spins,70 and is certainly sufficiently sensitive for the direct observation of an oscillating magnetization in zero field.
l 6(a),71 We are currently exploring the possibility of incorporating SQUID detectors into our zero field apparatus. Their high sensitivity may alleviate the need for a large polarizing field. Moreimportantly, those experiments described above (e.g., chemical shift-dipole coupling correlation by magic angle hopping combined with zero field NMR, or two-dimensional zero field correlationexperiments) which have been described as three-dimensional become instead two-dimensional. This results in a substantial reduction in the minimum experimental time.
E. Other low and zero field stUdies
Field cycling methods are often used in variable field studies of nuclear TI's. There are a number of other applications where field cycling might profitably be used to ease difficult experimental requirements or enhance information content. In NMR studies of metals 72 or small molecules adsorbed on metallic surfaces 73 the Knight shifts may be a sizable fraction (-1 %) of the resonance frequency. At high fields, the necessary excitation and detection bandwidths are far beyond the capabilities of most NMR spectrometers. These problems might be largely overcome by working at lower fields. For example, one might use a large field to build up a large polarization, smaller fields during the excitation and detection periods, and ultrahigh sensitivity detectors to observe the signal. Field cycling methods should also prove of advantage in studies of spin absorption in low fields, including the observation of spin absorption at multiples of the Larmor frequency. 7,91a),36, 74
Using field cycling techniques one might study the dynamics of ordering and disordering in liquid crystals in a magnetic field. In some of these ordered phases (e.g., smectic C or cholesteric phases) the director cannot be aligned by an external field and therefore only powder patterns are observed in high field. Zero field NMR should provide the same sort of resolution associated previously only with NMR spectra of nematic phases. 
APPENDIX A
In this Appendix we will take a somewhat different approach to the solution ofEq. (16) for the case of two homonu-clear dipolar spin-l12 nuclei, or, equivalently, an isolated spinel system. Rather than calculating only the signal function, we will explicitly represent the lab frame density matrix p2(1 I)' This corresponds to following the evolution of the lab frame magnetization at each orientation of the powder at all times.
While it is always possible to represent the density matrix as a set of nuinbers, greater physical insight is gained if we instead choose a basis set of spherical tensor operators, in the spirit of the various fictitious spinel /2 formalisms which have recently appeared in the literature. 7s Generally, an N XN traceless Hermitian matrix requires N 2 -lone of these operators. For the special case of the two identical spins, we can somewhat simplify the bookkeeping at the start. No matrix elements of any tensor operators couple the singlet state with the triplet manifold. Formally, the problem is identical to that of an isolated spin-I, and the eight operators chosen as a basis set in Table A 1 are intimately related to the operator formalism of Vega and Pines.
7S (a)
While we are interested in the evolution of the prepared state in the laboratory frame, the evolution operator exp(iHI ) is not readily applied in this frame. The quantity we wish to calculate is, instead
p2(t) = R -I exp( -iH M t.)Rp2(O)R -. exp(iHM/.)R.
(AI)
This calculation may be viewed alternatively as rotating the evolution operator into the basis set of the high field density operator, or instead as first rotating the density operator into the molecular frame, appending the evolution operator, and returning to the lab frame. We will adopt the latter perspective. Repeating the first few steps of Sec. II B 5,
Rp2(O)R
In Table A I, we give explicit representations for these operators in the eigenbasis of the Hamiltonian. As an example, the time evolved matrix IxM(t l ) is given in Table A2 . More generally, for the triplet manifold of two identical spins (or a real spinel system) in the basis set of 
Transforming back into the lab frame, the time evolved density matrix at a time 11 is, in terms of the lab-based tensors 
(AS)
In principle, any of these components of the density matrix is observable by a suitably designed d¢t.eCtion sequence. Normally, when the field is suddenly reapplied, only the projection of the density matrix proportional to the laboratory based I zL is observed. Either I xL or IYL can be stored along the laboratory z axis by the appU~tioil,of a shortdc field pulse of length 'T and polarized·llitbex~y·plane prior to reapplication of the normal. sudde!i1yswiwhed field. The second rank tensor operatorsmgstm)m~how be stored and transformed into first rankt~1'$oo.()hier to be observed.
Where the sample is charact~~byadistribution PIn). 
APPENDIXB
In this section we treat the case where the high field spectrum is sufficiently broad that pulsed NMR techniques are incapable of detecting the signal from the entire high field powder pattern, but where some portion of the high field spectrum is uniformly observed. These conditions are fulfilled if (BII This is commonly the case for half-integral quadrupolar nuclei, where the central transition between the high field eigenstates 1 -112)-1112) is unshifted to first order by the quadrupole coupling. and the only significant signal after a resonant rf pulse of practical intensity arises from coherence between these two levels.
The approach is to repeat the calculation of Sec. II B 5, but to use as the observable not l zL • but rather the actual observable If,;;, 112--+1121, i.e., transverse magnetization corresponding only to the coherence between these two levels. For small flip angles. it has been shown that the excitation of this coherence is independent of orientation in the lab-based frame. where the evolved longitudinal order stored inp(tl) is transformed into an observable by an rf pulse of () degrees about the y axis. For the initial density operator p(O) = I zL , S(t 1 ) = Tr[ n"L 112-112)exp ( -;(}lyL}/zL(tl)exp(i(}lyLl] .
(B2b)
It will be convenient to express all operators in a spherical tensor basis set. In the lab frame, (BS)
It will also prove convenient to permute the operators in Eq. (B2b) so that the rf excitation is applied to the observed operator, which is orientation independent, rather than the evolved operator where its effects are strongly dependent on orientation,26 and
Focusing on the transformed operator 
Equation (B9) will be most readily evaluated in the molecular frame where the Hamiltonian is homogeneous. The laboratory frame and the molecular frame are related by a coordinate transformation R (0). 
The entire angular dependence in Eq. (BIO) lies in the rotation matrices (because we have assumed that the operator detected in high field is uniformly excited). Then using the well known properties of rotation matrices 76 
All other terms have zero integrated intensity due to the orthogonality relation equation (Bllb). The signal detected in high field is identical to that observed if the entire powder pattern were observed, to within a scaling constant b l = 3 sin e.
(B13)
41(1 + 1)
For large flip angles e, the details of the excitation and detection period ' 2 become more important, because the amount of the operator IzL (t l ) transformed into an observable transverse magnetization becomes orientation dependent. Therefore, the integration in Eq. (B 12) includes an additional 0. dependence in the detected operator, because both the etrective nutation frequency under the influence of an applied rf field and the subsequent signal amplitude of the central transition depend on the magnitude of the high field value of the local fields, and therefore on 0.
26 Only for small flip angle excitation is uniform excitation of the central transition possible. Quantifying what is meant by small flip angles, zero field spectra of half-integral quadrupolar nuclei can be observed without intensity distortion if the high field signal is measured immediately after a (J pulse, for 
and where l' is the length of the applied pulse and Brf the strength of the rf field. 
